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Doctor-patient relationship has been the focus of people’s attention. On account
of professional issues related, it results that medical malpractice litigation has always
been the difficulty for a court . For this reason, the Specialized Knowledge may be
involved in litigation by Chinese relevant laws and regulations. However, it is not
satisfied in practice with expertise in medical malpractice litigation application. In this
paper, the author uses the drafting ideas which include asking question, analyzing and
solving problems to discuss Expert Assistant System. First of all, the author tries to
illustrate the basic theory of Sepcialized Knowledge ,then the author consides it as the
starting point of discussion. By comparing the domestic and foreign institutional
analysis, the author dissects the shortcoming of Expert Assistant System in China.
Last but not the least, the author makes recommendations which aim to improve
Expert Assistant System in medical disputes in China.In addition to the introduction
and epilogue, this article is compartmentalized into five parts.
The first chapter, the author gives theoretical orientation about Specialized
Knowledge, then leads to legal connotation experts adcisior to define, finally the
introduction of the value system of experts advisor from the start in medical
malpractice cases,a clear significance of the system of litigation in the medicalfield.
The second chapter, the author proceeds from legislation wirh regard to Expert
Assitant System, then analysis the legal status and judicial practice which is
concerned with expert advisor participating in medical litigation. After analysesing
the shortcomings of the system,with a view to explore a positive road for our system
design.
The third chapter, the author compares expert advisors with witnesses, litigation
agents, appraisers, obtains the result that our Expert Assistant System transplant
expert witness system of common law, but the essence is different. Our experts













litigation status of expert advisor.
The fourth chapter, the author deeply analyses the comments of expert sdvisors
via three levels of experts' comments function, property evidence and
effectiveness.And the author will explain Expert Assistant cross-examination of
expert advice and advice on cases involving specialized knowledge explanatory
comments division discussed separately.That the cross-examination of expert advice
does not have the evidence property, only as a reference to judge the referee,while the
independence of expert advice has.
The fifth chapter is divided into two parts, the first the author describes the risks
that Expert Assistant System may bring, discusses reform path, propose the
appropriate way to improve. External security mechanisms include full disclosure of
expert evidence and admissibility of evidence regime strict censorship; internal
security mechanisms include experts who assisted in court, and the liabilities of expert
advisor.
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